In present paper, a proposed expert system is designed to obtain a trained formulae for the optical model parameters used in elastic scattering neutrons of light nuclei for ( 7 Li), at energy range between [ (1) to (20) 
Introduction
The scattering of a neutron by a nucleus is the result of a very complicated series of interactions of direct and indirect reactions between the neutron and the nucleons of the target nucleus. It rather surprising this can be represented only by a simple optical potential, which is called an optical model. The optical potential which was employed throughout this study is: V(r) = -V r f(r, R r , A r ) + i4W d 
…(2)
Thus the expression (2) is Saxon-Woods form factor which is the first approximation that considers the optical potential to have a radial variation that follows the nuclear density quite closely [1] . The numerical values of these parameters are calculated for this investigation, which observed in equation (1) , as follows:
1. Potential parameters:
i-Real potential "V r " ii-Volume -imaginary potential "W v "
iii-Surface -imaginary potential "W s " iv-Spin -orbit potential "V so " Where:"W v " and "W s " can be represented as "W d ".
Radius parameters:
i-Real radius "R r " ii-Volume -imaginary radius" R v " iii-Surface -imaginary radius" R s " iv-Spin -orbit radius "R so "
Where:"R v " and "R s " can be represented as "R d " 2. Diffuseness parameters: i-Real diffuseness "A r " ii-Volume -imaginary diffuseness "A v " iii-Surface -imaginary diffuseness "A s " iv-Spin -orbit diffuseness "A so "
Where:"A v " and "A s" can be represented as "A d ". Also, the expression "( ) 2 " is the square of the pion Compton wavelength." [1, 2] 2. Proposed system
Data collection
Perey & Perey Tables [3] have been used to collect the present optical model parameters data were available for 7 Li nucleus, by scattered neutrons at energy range (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) MeV. This study was extended to provide more data till the end of 2010.
Program Design (Coding)
An expert system is a software package containing at least a knowledgebase, for reasoning unit and man-machine interfaces, it is used to create and design the present expert algorithm. Its code is written to solve the parameters in equations (1) & (2). The C# language is used in coding the expert system nuggets. Since the potential parameters vary linearly with energy [E] and nuclear asymmetry [(N-Z)/A]; where N is the number of neutrons and Z is the number of protons. Similarly, radius parameters and diffuseness parameters are vary with mass number (A 1/3 ) and nuclear asymmetry; have analyzed them according to the same routine. This work have included those parameters by writing: [2] 
Where; V 0 ,V i , R 0 , A 0, ϵ, ɣ and β are the coefficients of the potential, radius and diffuseness parameters, respectively. The expert system rules written have a data-driven program, it has taken procedure in [4] , where the facts are the data as (text files) stored in our knowledgebase engine. This engine decides which rule should be executed. Therefore, the present expert system automatically performs the optical model parameters, according to the following:
• It has 3 facts being analyzed (potential, radius and diffuseness parameters) equations (3, 4, and 5) respectively.
• It has 36 rules of dynamic programming procedure codes, which obey the coefficients (V 0 ,V i , R 0 , A 0, ϵ, ɣ and β )and constraints (energy [E] ,nuclear asymmetry [(N-Z)/A] and mass number (A 1/3 ) equation (1).
Algorithm
Figure (1) is an algorithm of the present expert system, which shows available data, calculated the optical model parameters.
Figure (1) shows the proposed expert system algorithm
The Neural network
For an artificial expert system ANN, reliability and applicability are the two most important factors to be taken into consideration even at the first stage of development. The backward propagation neural network (BPNN) model has been applied and reported well in industries [5] . The present parameters are tested using the available Perey & Perey data Tables [3] . The application of BPN, as shown in Figure 2 , involves the calculation of the error between the network output vector and the target vector. Generally, let the BPN have the input vector x of length N in ; the network output vector y of length r; and the synaptic weight matrix W [5] . Then a transfer function maps x into y by
Where θ is the bias that is used to mimic the threshold value of the axon, below which the neuron would not respond, the output net activity vector.
For BPN with a supervised learning process, there exist two distinct computation passes. The first one is referred to as the 'forward pass' in which the synaptic weight matrix remains unchanged. In other words, the information inputs pass forward to the output. On the other hand, the second pass is called the 'backward pass' where the error is passing backwards starting from the outermost layer. Thus, through the recursive computation for each neuron the weight matrix undergoes modifications. Or, let the (n+1)th change of weight matrix be W(n+1). Then
Where Δ W (n) is the weight adjustment matrix obtained from the last change." [5] "The learning mechanism of the backward propagation networks is a generalized delta rule that performs a gradient descent on the error space to minimize the total error between the calculated the desired one of an output layer during modification of connection weight. The least mean square error is carried out to find the values the connection weights that minimize the error function by resilient backward propagation method. During the process of learning the mean square error (MSE) is monitored the network instantaneously to achieve better understating of the network performance. The MSE can be calculated as;
Where, is the actual value, is the predicted value and is the number of values." [6] This study has collected a selective range of data provided by Perey & Perey Tables [3] ; these data include 100 results of the elastic scattered neutrons of 7 
Results and discussion

Training and testing of network
The present network configuration has achieved after watching the performance of different configurations. Thus, learning parameters and processes were changed and repeated due to the same procedure. To avoid any over-training, a convergence criterion adopted by present work depending on whether the MSE of testing data has reached its minimum or not.
The present neural network is trained, therefore the slow rate of learning near the end points of data range is avoided, the inputs and outputs data were scaled into an interval of [-1,1] by using the minimum and maximum method. The values of the present network parameters considered the following;
• The average MSE for training and testing is 0.000287 and 0.00041 respectively. Figure 3 shows the convergence of network for both training represents as ultimate optical model parameters data, and testing represents as optical model data. (2) shows an optical model parameters predicted values resulted by the proposed expert system. This will get new set formulae represented the optical model, and table (3) has shown the set formulae depending on the predicted values of the proposed expert system. Since nuclear asymmetry has fixed value for 7 Li, which equals to (0.14) as well as mass number 7, the parameters were not affected dynamically rather than energy range dependences. In compare the present formulae resulted with others, table (4) shows both present results and Dave et al [7] in order to give the global representation of this proposed expert system. 
Discussions
For the light nucleus of 7 Li, the nuclear asymmetry (N-Z)/A has value equals to 0.14, that might give both radius and diffuseness parameters fixed values depending on the empirical formulae as in table 2. These parameters are depended on mass number A and nuclear asymmetry α. Incident neutrons energy (1-20) MeV does not affect the values of such parameters. Potential parameters have functions depending on incident neutron energy and nuclear asymmetry.
It can be seen that BPN gives the smallest MSE values for both training and testing data. And it is clear that all optical parameters are functions of energy, mass number and nuclear asymmetry. While it cannot be seen these factors in Dave et al formulae set.
The 36 rules written in comparison to the predictions of the BPN results, and it give the expert system to show the ability for taken the map of decisions made. As fit all results that BPN gets strong and precise model for nuclear reactions used as in [8] .
Conclusion
In this study, it is found that backward propagation neural network embedded model with 36 rules and 3 facts are effective way for analyze of an optical model for elastic scattered neutrons. The configuration of 12-10 nodes in the first and second hidden layer is proved to be very efficient for predicting the ultimate optical parameters. In addition, MSE has acceptable values in both training and testing data of the network.
Mass number A 1/3 , incident neutron energy E and nuclear asymmetry (N-Z)/A are found by predictions to have large influence on optical model parameters.
Potential parameters (V r ,W v ,W s and V so ) are found to be energy E and nuclear asymmetry dependent, while radius and diffuseness parameters (R r ,A r ,R v , and A v ) are mass number A and nuclear asymmetry dependent. Except for R s which is mass number dependent only, similarly (A s ,R so and A so ) are nuclear asymmetry dependent only.
